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1. Introduction.

A necessary and sufficient condition for an analytic function f(z) to be
regular in the unit circle E: | z | < 1 and to map E univalently onto a convex
domain is that it satisfies

' 0 for \z\ < 1.

This is a well-known classical theorem originally due to Study [11]. Its
sufficiency proof particularly with respect to the regularity and univalency
of f(z) has been later supplemented by Kobori [4]. Once these properties
of f(z) having been established, it is ready to show that the convexity of
the image-domain f(E) follows from the condition of the theorem. In fact,
in view of the relation

-^ arg df(ren = St (l + re^^ξ^) > 0

for any fixed r with 0<r <1, the image-domain of any concentric circular
disc \z\ < r{< 1) by f(z) is convex so that f(E) is itself convex.

On the other hand, Caratheodory [3] has given a proof in which the neces-
sity of the condition is shown by making use of a convergence theorem on
variable domains established by himself [2], Later Radό [10] has given
a very elementary proof of the fact that if f(z) maps the whole circle | z \ < 1
univalently onto a convex domain then it maps every concentric circle also
onto a convex domain. The necessity part of Study's theorem may be
regarded as its immediate consequence. In fact, there then holds

»(1 + * m ) = ηfc arg df(re'η ^ 0 (z = re")
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along every concentric circumference \z\ = r(< 1) and, since the left-hand
member is a harmonic function of z not identically vanishing, this implies
the condition of Study's theorem.

A function which maps a circle univalently onto a star-like domain is
closely connected with a function which maps the same circle onto a convex
domain. The explicit connection is really given by a classical theorem
originally due to Alexander [1]. Its background consists in the identity

valid for any function f(z) analytic in a circle about the origin where it
vanishes, together with the relation

valid for any fixed r with 0 < r < 1. By means of this theorem, any theorem
concerning convex mapping will be transferred to a corresponding theorem
concerning star-like mapping, and vice versa.

In the present paper we shall first again deal with the condition for
convex mapping of a circle by establishing an integral representation for
mapping function. Its leading idea originates essentially from Study [11].
It will be shown that Study's theorem stated at the beginning of the present
paper may be regarded as an immediate consequence of this representation.
It serves further to establish several properties of convex mapping system-
atically some of which will be illustrated below. We then re-prove Alex-
ander's theorem by establishing independently an integral representation
for function which maps a circle univalently onto a star-like domain.

We shall next consider corresponding problems in case of an annulus as
a doubly-connected basic domain. In the simply-connected case, though
Radό's argument on convex mapping is very ingenious, it depends explicitly
on the particularity of the unit circle as a basic domain since Schwarz
lemma plays there its leading role. It seems therefore difficult to modify
this argument simply so as to fit in the doubly-connected case. Thus we
shall here also establish an integral representation for a function mapping
an annulus onto a ring domain bounded by two convex curves. Some
results corresponding to those in the simply-connected case will be obtained
by means of this representation. A theorem analogous to Alexander's
will be also established. It will play the correponding role of transference
between mappings of an annulus onto domains bounded by convex and
star-like boundary components.

Finally it would be noted, by the way, that for any analytic function w
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= f(z) and its inverse function (a branch) z = g{w), there exist the relations

zf'(z) __ Λ /wg\w) n r wg'(w) _ /zf(z)
f(z) I g(w) 0 Γ g{w) " V /(*)

and

2. Mapping of a circle onto a convex domain.

As a preparatory consideration we first remark that the necessity part
of Study's theorem referred to at the beginning of the present paper is
readily derivable provided the boundary of the image-domain is not of so
complicated nature such that the mapping function f(z) satisfies certain
smoothness condition on the closed unit circle. For instance, it is enough to
suppose that f(z) is piecewise regular on \z\^l, i.e. f(z) is regular on \z\
^ 1 except at a finite number of boundary points where f(z) has discontinui-
ties of the first kind along | z \ = 1. In fact, the boundary value of the func-
tion SR(1 + zf"(z)/f{z)) harmonic in \z \ < 1 is then equal to (d/dφ) arg df(etφ)
at z = eiφ except at the discontinuities of f(z). The assumption that the
boundary curve defined by f(eίφ) for — π^ψ <τr is convex implies that
arg df{eίφ) is, qua function of φ, increasing and hence ΪR(1 4- zf"(z)/f{z)) has
non-negative boundary value everywhere except at a finite number of the
boundary points where it is bounded from below. Consequently, it must
be positive throughout [ z \ < 1, as desired.

Moreover, we then have an integral representation of Herglotz type

where

is an increasing function with total variation equal to unity. The repre-
sentation of this type remains valid also in general by taking p (φ) as a suit-
able function with the assigned property. This fact will be proved in the
following theorem by means of a method of approximation.

THEOREM 2.1. Let f(z) be an analytic function mapping the unit circle E:
I z I < 1 univalently onto a convex domain. Then there exists an increasing
function p(φ) defined for — π^Lφ <τr with total variation equal to unity such
that an integral representatiωi of Herglotz type
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holds for z e E.

Proof. We approximate the image-domain f(E) by a sequence of convex
domains {£>v} in the sense of Caratheodory's domain-kernel. Let the map-
ping function fv(z) of E onto Z)v be normalized by

Λ(0) = /(0) and arg/v'(0) = arg/(0).

We may further suppose that for every v the function fv(z) admits of
a representation of the form under consideration. For this purpose it suffices
to observe, for instance, a sequence of domains bounded by convex recti-
linear polygons which exhausts f(E). We then have

where p*(φ) is defined by

cf. [6]. Since Pv(φ) satisfies

dp»(φ) k 0 and

we can choose by Helly's selection theorem a subsequence {p^(φ)} which
converges for all values of φ. Let its limit function be denoted by ρ(φ),
i.e.

\vmpκv(φ) = p(φ).

Evidently ρ(φ) is an increasing function defined for — τr<φ <n with total
variation equal to unity. Since (d/dφ)((eίφ + z)/(eiφ — z)) is for any z e E
continuous with respect to φ, Lebesgue's convergence theorem implies

On the other hand, the sequence {/v(-s)} converges as y->oo uniformly to
f(z) in the wider sense in | 2 | < 1 by Caratheodory's theorem (cf. [2]) and
hence {1 + zf"{z)/fi(z)} converges to 1 + zfr{z)/f(z) by Weierstrass' double
series theorem. Consequently, the desired representation is obtained.

If it is required to prove merely the necessity part of Study's theorem,
the above proof is correspondingly shortened. In fact, the inequality Sft(l
+ zfi'(z)/fy(z)) > 0 leads readily to the limit inequality 5ft (1 + zf!ί(z)/f{z)) ^ 0
where the equality sign may be rejected since f(z) does not degenerate to
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a constant. This is indeed the procedure used by Caratheodory [3] in his
proof for this own fact.

COROLLARY. For f(z) satisfying the condition in theorem 2.1, there holds

/(*) = /(0) ('exp (2 Γ lg ̂ f— dP(φ))dz + /(0)

with the same p(φ) as in theorem 2.1, where the logarithm involved in the inte-
grand denotes the branch reducing to zero for 2 = 0.

Proof. Integration of the representation in theorem 2.1 with respect to
lgs, followed by a further integration with respect to z.

We now show that the converse of theorem 2.1 (or rather its corollary)
is also valid.

THEOREM 2.2. Let p{ψ) defined for — π <><p <π be an increasing function
with total variation equal to unity. Then the function defined by

f(z) = A f'exp (2 Γ lg -ff— dp(φ) )dz

maps the unit circle univalently onto a convex domain, where A(= /'(0) Φ 0) and
B{- /(0)) are any preassignable constants.

Proof. It is evident that f(z) is regular in | z | < 1. We now observe the
image-curve of | z \ = r for a fixed r with 0 < r < 1. In view of the relation

^ -^ 3 lg (ire'°f(re(°))

= L W 3 l g (f'-rff dpίφ) =
the tangent vector of this image-curve turns steadily in the positive direc-
tion as z moves along | z\ = r in the positive sense. Further, since we have

= 2π,

the image-curve must be a simple closed curve. Consequently, by virtue
of Darboux's theorem f(z) maps \z\ <r univalently onto a convex domain
for any r with 0 < r < 1 whence follows the result.

Based on theorem 2.1 (or its corollary) and theorem 2. 2, we can conclude
that the representation for f(z) given in theorem 2.2 is characteristic to
a function mapping | z \ < 1 univalently onto a convex domain. This integral
representation having been once established, we can derive systematically
several well-known classical theorems on convex mapping some among
which will be now illustrated in the following lines. Similar argument has
been once announced in a previous paper [6].
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THEOREM 2.3. Let f(z) map \ z \ < 1 univalently onto a convex domain. Then,
for \z\<l,

f(z) = l - | z Γ

(1+ 7W ( i - l *

assigned zQ with 0 < jzo | < 1, the equality sign in the left and right
inequalities in every estimation can appear only for functions of the form
af*(z; ZQ) + b and af*(z; z0) -f- b with any constants «(=N0) and b, respectively,
where

Mz; z0) =
Z + Zj\

and f*{z; z0) = Mz; - z0) =
— Zo/\

The extremal functionsMz\ z0) and /*(«; z0) =/*(— 2; «0)
 m ^ ρ U| < 1 onto

the same half-plane bounded by the vertical line which cuts the real axis
at 1/2 J ad.

THEOREM 2.4.

for \z\<l,

j z \ < 1 univalently onto a convex domain. Then,

arg
f(z)
f(0) < 2 arcsin | z \.

For any assigned z0 with 0 < | z01 < 1, the quantity arg (f(z)/f(0)) (the branch
vanishing at the origin and continued harmonically) can attain the values
— 2 arcsin | z0 \ and + 2 arcsin \zo\ if and only if f(z) is of the form aMz\ z0)
-f b and af*(z; z0) + b with any constants β ( φ θ ) and b, respectively, where

Mz; z0) =

and f*(z; z0) = Mz; zQ), i.e.

The extremal functions /*(^; z0) and /*(2; 20) map \z\ < 1 onto the same
half-plane bounded by the vertical line through 1/2.

By the way, it is noted that the extremal functions in theorem 2.3 depend
essentially only on arg20 while those in theorem 2.4 depend on argz0 as
well as | zQ |.

3. Mapping of a circle onto a star-like domain.

A function mapping a circle univalently onto a star-like domain is, as
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previously noticed in the introduction, in closed connection with a function
mapping the same circle univalently onto a convex domain. In order to
arrive at Alexander's theorem which gives the explicit connection between
these mappings, we first establish an integral representation analogous to
that given in theorem 2.1 and characteristic to a function with a star-like
image.

THEOREM 3.1. Let f(z) be an analytic function mapping the unit circle
E: [ z I < 1 univalently onto a domain star-like with respect to the point /(0) = 0.
Then there exists an increasing function p (φ) defined for — n rg ψ < n with
total variation equal to unity such that an integral representation of Herglotz
type

holds for z e E.

Proof, Let the image-domain f(E) be approximated by a sequence of
domains {Z)v} in the sense of Caratheodory's domain-kernel, where every
Z)v is star-like with respect to the origin. It is readily seen that we can
suppose every J9V be, for instance, bounded by a rectilinear polygon. Then
the mapping function fv(z) of E onto Dv satisfying the normalization /v(0)
= /(0) as well as arg/v'(0) = arg/'(0) admits of a representation

where p^{<p) is defined by

In view of the star-likeness of /v(z), we have

dpy{φ) ̂  0 and Γ dp^φ) = 1.
J — It

The remaining part of the proof proceeds then quite similarly as in the
proof of theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY. For f{z) satisfying the condition in theorem 3.1, there holds

f{z) = /(0)z exp (2 j ^ lg -gg-j dP(φ))

with the same p(φ) as in theorem 3.1, where the logarithm in the integrand
denotes the branch which reduces to zero for 2 = 0.

THEOREM 3.3. Let p(φ) defined for — 7t^φ<τt be an increasing function
with total variation equal to unity. Then the function defined by
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f(z) = Az exp (2 J ^ lg ^

*w«/>s ίAe unit circle univalently onto a domain star-like with respect to the
origin, where A ( = //(0)) is any non-vanishing constant.

Proof. Similar as the proof of theorem 2. 2. It will be only necessary to
note the relations

w a r g f{re'β) = L \r-£»rdp {φ) > °
and

Γ d arg /(,*•) = Γ rfp(9>) Γ 1 = ^ ^ = 2τr,

both valid for any r with 0 < r < 1.

Theorem 3.1 (or its corollary) together with theorem 3. 2 shows that the
representation for f(z) given in theorem 3. 2 is characteristic to a function
mapping | z \ < 1 univalently onto a domain star-like with respect to /(0) = 0.
Comparing this representation with that for convex mapping, we see that
the former is obtained from the latter by merely substituting zf(z)/f(z) instead
of 1 + zf"(z)/f(z). This fact is just the content of Alexander's theorem
which may be fully stated as follows.

THEOREM 3.3. Let $ = {/<&)} be the class consisting of functions with the
property mentioned in theorem 2.1 and ©1 = {fs{z)} the class consisting of func-
tions with the property mentioned in theorem 3.1. Then they are connected by
the relation

More precisely, for any function fc(z) e ® the function defined by

with any constant C(φO) belongs to ©i and, conversely, for any fs(z) e (81 the
function defined by

with any constants A ( φ 0) and B belongs to ®.

Proof. Evident by virtue of theorems 2.1, 2. 2, 3.1 and 3. 2.

After Alexander's theorem 3.3 has been established, it is ready to transfer
the theorems 2.3 and 2.4 concerning convex mapping to the corresponding
theorems concerning star-like mapping. The latter theorems can be de-
rived, of course, also directly from theorem 3.1.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let f(z) map \ z | < 1 univalently onto a domain star-like with
respect to /(0) = 0. Then, for\z\<\,

1 —
1 +

z
z s* f(z) l

l + l* =*
/(*)
f(z)

(i +1*
/(*)

== i-l*l'

< 1 + 1*1
- i - l * f
- 1*1

- α-i*
For any assigned z0 with 0 < | z01 < 1, /fe equality sign in the left and right
inequalties in every estimation can appear only for the functions of the form
cf*(z; z0) and cf*{z;z0) with any non-vanishing constant c, respectively, where

Mz; *o) =
(z + zj\ z0

and f*(z; z0) = /*(*; - *o) =

The extremal functions f*(z; z0) and f*(z; z0) map | z | < 1 onto the whole
plane which is cut along infinite half-rays centered at the origin and with
the inclinations — arg z0 and π — arg zQ, respectively.

THEOREM 3.5. Let f(z) map \z\ < 1 univalently onto a domain star-like with
respect to /(0) = 0. Then, for \ z \ < 1,

arg

For any assigned z0 with 0 < [ zQ

/(*)
f(0)z < 2 arcsin | z |.

< 1, ίfe quantity arg(f(z)/(f(0)z)) (the branch
vanishing at the origin and continued harmonically) becomes — 2 arcsin | z0 \ and
+ 2 arcsin \z0 \ if and only if f{z) is of the form cf*{z\ z0) and cf*{z; z0) with
any non-vanishing constant c, respectively, where

/ * ( * ; *o) =

and f*(z; z0) = f*{z; z0), i.e.

/*(*; *o) =

The extremal functions /*(z; z0) and f*(z; zQ) map |z[ < 1 onto the whole
plane which is cut along infinite half-rays centered at the origin and with
the inclinations τr/2 — arcsin \zQ' — arg z0 and π/2 + arcsin | zQ | + arg z0, res-
pectively.

4. Preliminary lemmas on elliptic functions.

In two subsequent sections we shall deal with analytic functions defined
in an annulus

(0<)q<\z\<l.
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While the Poisson kernel (complex form) involved in Herglotz representation
for functions analytic in a circle is an elementary and really a linear func-
tion of its both arguments, it will be replaced in case of the annulus Rq as
the basic domain by certain elliptic zeta-functions involved in the corres-
ponding Villat-Stieltjes representation. Accordingly, some results concern-
ing these functions will become necessary for establishing the distortion
theorems which correspond to those stated above in the case of the unit
circle. In order to avoid the interruption of our main discourse and for
the sake of completeness, we summarize in the present section some lemmas
necessary for later use. Throughout the present paper, we suppose that
the notations on elliptic functions concern always the Weierstrassian theory
constructed with primitive periods

2&)! = 2τr and 2ω3 = 2/ lg —,

unless a contrary is explicitly stated. In particular, the quantities ev = $(ωv)
{v = 1, 2, 3) are then real and v1 = Γ(ωi) is real positive while the quantity
ηz = ζ(ωz) is purely imaginary, and the e's satisfy the inequality

βί > e2 > ez.

LEMMA 4.1. For any real φ, the function defined by

P{z; φ) = s(ζ(Hgz + φ) + i ^ -

remains positive throughout the annulus Rq while the function defined by

Q(z; φ) = 3(?,(ίlg z + φ)

remains negative throughout Rq.
ι>>

Proof, It is evident that P(z; ψ) is regular and harmonic in RQ. It is
expressed in two alternative ways:

S V - ? cosn(θ ~ψ) - l i
The first expression shows that P{z\ φ) has the boundary value vanishing
everywhere along [ z \ = 1 except at a single point z — eίψ where it behaves
like as the Poisson kernel (1 — | z |2)/| eiφ — z |2 which is positive for ! z \ < 1.
The second expression shows that P(z; φ) has the boundary value vanishing
everywhere along \z\ = q without any exception. Consequently, P(z; ψ) is

1) Since the periodicity moduli of ζ(i Igz + φ) as well as i\gz are real, the func-
tions P(z;φ) and Q(z;φ) are both single-valued with respect to their both arguments,
a fact which will be seen also in the proof of this lemma.
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positive throughout Rq. The negativeness of Q(z; φ) is an immediate con-
sequence of the fact just verified. In fact, we have an identity

\ \ A / Ag t/

1 Of y-» O Λ / \ — > /

and the point #/z lies in iv .̂

LEMMA 4.2. For tf ry r with q<r<l, the quantities Sζ(ilgr-t- φ) and
3?a(i l g ^ + ^ ) , ^ ^ functions of φ, are even periodic functions with the period
2π which are strictly decreasing and increasing, respectively, for 0<φ<τr.

Proof (Cf. [5].) It is evident that Sζ{ilgr-\~ Φ) is an even periodic func-
tion of φ with period 2π. In order to show its decreasing character in
0<Φ<π, we observe its series forms expressed in two alternative ways:

By differentiating with respect to ^, we get

Θ ^yι.Λ , n r(l-r2)sin^ " q2n(rn

= - Σl w ' i _ J r r - sin w^.
tt = l

Now (3/9^)Sr(i*lg ^ + ^) = — 3ίP(Πg^+ ^) is regular and harmonic in the
annulus # < 121 < 1 with respect to 2 = re"** (or also to re1*). The first
expression shows that it vanishes everywhere along | z \ = 1 except at a single
point z = 1 and it remains negative in a neighborhood of 2 = 1 contained
in the lower half of the annulus. The second expression shows that it
vanishes everywhere along | z \ = q. Further, it vanishes along two segments
lying on the real axis and contained in the annulus. Consequently, the
quantity (d/dψ)!$ζ(ilgr-\- Φ) is negative throughout the lower half of the
annulus in the re"^~ plane so that, for any fixed r with q < r < 1, Sf(Πg r
+ φ) is strictly decreasing for 0 < ψ < π. The aimed result on 3f 8(/ lg r + ψ)
follows from the relation

3r.(i lg r + Φ) = 3(r(ί lg r - ί lg * + <W - 17,) = - 3?(ί lg -J- - φ) - $v>.

LEMMA 4.3. For any r with q<r<l, the quantities \<r(ilgr+ ψ)\ and
| <τz(i lg r + <̂ ) |, qua functions of φ, are even functions which, in the interval
0 < φ < π, attain their minima both at φ = 0 and their maxima both at φ
'=1 7t.
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Proof. The quantities under consideration are expressed by

I σ(% lg r + ψ) I = gC'?1/2^)(ψ2-ig2r)r-i

and

! o ,(i lg r + 0 = eCm/.ocψM r̂, π

whence readily follows the result.

LEMMA 4.4. The quantity defined by

~ Q

satisfies the following relations:

T(y, θo + 2τr) = e-^i

T(y + 2τr, 6>0) = - e2r]ι«

Γ ( - % 2τr - ^0) = T(7,

, θo),

T(0, 6>o) > 0.

Proof. In view of well-known formulas

and

σ(φ-y - 2τt) = - - 7),

we readily get the first two equations. The third equation follows from
the definition by applying the change of integration variable φ \ — φ and
remembering that <r(φ) is an odd function while <rz{φ) is an even function.
The last inequality follows directly; namely we have

Γ(0, *.) = 0.

This lemma can be proved also by expressing T{γ, θo) in terms of Jacobian
theta-functions. In fact, we have

2τr

the parameter associated to theta-functions being q, or expressed in the
product form
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02

ψ sin φ "~ 7 TT ( 1 " 2g2" c o s <? + ̂ " K 1 " ^ " c o s (y - γ)sin ψ sin φ "~ 7 TT
s m x s m ~2~"ΛA

The functional equations as well as an inequality in the lemma are directly
evident from the last expression.

LEMMA 4.5. Let T(γ, θo) be defined as in lemma 4.4. The equation

T(θθ - 7t, θo) = 0

has in the interval 0 < θo < 2π a single root θ0 = 0.

Proof. The validity of Γ(— ?r, 0) = 0 follows readily from the equations in
lemma 4.4. In fact, we get

T(- π, 0) = T ( - 7t, 2π) = T(τr, 0) = - T(- π, 0).

Now the equation T(θ0 — π,θ0) = 0 is equivalent to the equation

where the integrand denned by

is periodic in £> with period 2τr. Suppose first 0 < θo ^ π Then, in the
equation

0 = Γ K(φ, θo)dφ = Γ JSΓ(̂  + 6>0, θo)dφ

J-0 O J ^

the integrand of the first integral of the last member is evidently positive
throughout — θo < Ψ < θo while that of the second integral is equal to

- ί.?, i^i^mί^ψ^ ΦSP - v - <"+«+«••)
- sin y : ^ Π (1 - 2β»- cos (φ - θo) + 9

which is also positive throughout its interval of integration by virtue of the
inequalities sin ((φ + θo)/2) > sin {(φ — 0o)/2) and cos (φ + θo) > cos (^ — θo)
valid there. Hence ^0 with 0 < θo ^ ?r cannot be a root of T(0O ~ τr» ô) = 0.
Suppose next π < θo < 2τr. By means of the relation in lemma 4.4, we get

- 0O - 7Γ, 2τr - 0O).

The right member of the last equation does not vanish for 0 < 2π — θo < π>
as shown just above. Hence again θo with π < θo < 2π cannot be a root of
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T(θo — τr> 0O) = 0. Thus it is concluded that a unique root of the equation
T(ΘQ - 7Γ, θo) = 0 in 0 ̂  0o < 2τr is 0O = 0.

LEMMA 4.6. ^ + πe3 < 0.

Proof. From the series expansion of ίjp-function

*(«) = - -!ί + T cosec2 f - 2 Σ -T^-CTΓ COS *«,

we get, by putting u = ω3 = — Πg #,

g , *7i - ^ y. ^ ( 1 + Q _ of, nqn

e^ n - (i-0)' a i-^» ~ 2hΓ-J2W<0'
Or alternatively, from a general formula

v, + ω, frK) = £ - f] cosec2 fc

we get, by merely specifying as ωt = π and ω3 = — i lg q,

Vl + 7Γ£3 = — 2π 5 j 7 Ϊ 2~»̂ ϊ\2~ ^ 0.
n=l (1 — <? )

The transference between two series forms for ηt + τr̂ 3 is also immediate.

5. Mapping of an annulus onto a domain bounded by convex curves.

We first derive an integral representation for a function mapping the
aunulus

Rq : (0 <)q < \z\ < 1

onto a ring domain bounded by two convex curves. It corresponds to the
representation derived in theorem 2.1 in case of the unit circle. Here also
we shall use a method of approximation since the representation holds for
a function with simpler boundary nature.

THEOREM 5.1. Let f(z) be a single-valued analytic function mapping the
annulus Rq univalently onto a ring domain in such a manner that the image of
I z \ = 1 bounds a convex domain containing in its interior the image of \ z \ = q
which itself bounds a convex domain or may possibly degenerate to a rectilinear
segment. Then there exist increasing functions p{φ) and τ(φ) defined for
— 7t ̂  ψ < 7t and both with total variation equal to unity such that an integral
representation of Villat-Stieltjes type

1 ^ , / " ( ? ) _ _ - ζz(i lg Z + φ)dτ{φ)) + /<?*

holds for z e RQ where c* is a real constant defined by
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Proof. The proof of the present theorem can be performed through its
whole process quite similarly as that of theorem 2.1. Namely, we first
approximate the image-domain f(RQ) by a sequence of ring domains {Dv}
of the same convexity nature as f(Rq) in the sense of domain-kernel. Let
the modulus of Dv be denoted by — lg #v and the mapping function fv{z) of
Rq^ qv <\Z\ <1 onto ZΛ be normalized, for instance, by f-J^J q) = /(V q).
We may suppose that every annulus Rq^ contains the point */ q and that
every f,{z) admits of the representation of the form to be aimed. In fact,
it suffices for this purpose to consider, for instance, a sequence of domains
bounded by two convex rectilinear polygons (convexity concerning the cur-
ves themselves) and converging to f(Rq) as the domain-kernel. We then
have, for any z e Rq,

f'-Jiz) 2 V1

fl(z) i j-τc

— Γβ(ί lg z + ψ\ qv)dτ^{φ)) + ict
with

d arg dfv\eiφ) and τ\{ψ) = ~o

where cf is a real constant denned by

c* = _M2vi r ψ{dp^φ) _ dTv{φ))
7ΐ J—rt

and the parameter qv associated to the zeta-functions as well as to Vi means
that the primitive quasi-periods are 2π and — 2Πg#v; cf. [7], [8] or [9].
Since we have

dpv(φ) ̂  0, dτy(φ) ^ 0 and Γ dpv(φ) = Γ dτv(φ) = 1,
J-7C J-7Γ

we can conclude similarly as in the proof of theorem 2.1 that the limit
process over a suitable subsequence {/ev} of {v} leads to the desired result.

COROLLARY 1. For f(z) satisfying the condition in theorem 5.1, there holds

f(z) = A^*z%e*-1 exp ( 2 ^ - lg <r(i lg z + <p)dp(φ)

+ lg σ-8(/ lg z + 9>) rfτ(^))) J2 + B,

A (Φ 0) fl%<i J5 being certain constants and c* a real constant defined in theorem
5.1; p(φ) and τ(φ) are the same functions as in theorem 5.1.

COROLLARY 2. If f(z) satisfies the condition in theorem 5.1, the image of
every concentric circumference \z\~r(q<r<l) by f(z) is a convex curve.

Proof. From the representation of theorem 5.1 there follows
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= 2 j*J8(r(ί Ig (re«) + φ)dp(φ) - £,(/ lg (re") + φ)dτ(φ))

- Q(reiθ; ψ)dτ{φ))

where P and Q are the functions denned in lemma 4.1. Since by this lemma
P(reiθ;φ)^0 and Q{reίθ;φ) <0, we have (<//J0) argdf(reiθ) ^ 0 which
proves the convexity of the image-curve of \z\-r. Further the equality
sign in the last inequality may be, of course, excluded.

In theorem 5.1 as well as its corollary 1, it has been supposed that f(z)
is single-valued in Rq. The condition that f(z) considered there remains
invariant under the substitution lg z lg z + 2πi implies that for any r with
q < r < 1 the relation

\ Z"*-1 exp (2 Γ (- lg σ(i lgZ + φ) dp(φ)
(M)

+ lg σ& lg Z + φ)dτ(φ)Yjdz = 0

must be valid, in which the value of the left member is really independent
of the choice of r. Taking this monodromy condition into account, it will
be shown that the converse of theorem 5.1 (or rather its corollary 1) is also
valid.

THEOREM 5.2. Let p(φ) and τ(φ) defined for — π<φ <π be increasing
functions with total variation equal to unity. Then the function defined by

f(z)

+ lg σ,(ί lg z + φ) dτ(φ)γ) dz + B

with a real constant

c* = ^r\* <P{dp{φ) - dτ(φ))

and with any complex constants i ( φ θ ) and B maps the άnnulus Rq univalently
onto a domain bounded by two convex curves, of which'the inside one originating
from \z\ — q may possibly degenerate to a rectilinear segment, provided the
monodromy condition (M) holds for an r {and then necessarily for any r) with

Proof It is evident that f(z) is regular in Rq and its single-valuedness is
assured by the condition (M). Further, for any r with q < r < 1, we have

; φ)dρ(φ) - Q(reiθ; φ)dr{φ)) > 0;
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cf. the proof of corollary 2 of theorem 5.1. This shows that every image-
curve of I z I = r and hence both boundary components of the image are
convex. Finally, again for any r with q < r < 1, we have

= 2 f jiθS \l%(ζ (i lgr-θ + ψ)dp(φ)-ζS lgr-θ + φ)dτ(φ))

j £ t e r - TT + ψ)
- σ(f lg r + n + <p

- 23 Γ ((πi - 2vt(i lg r + ψ))dp{ψ) + 2 ^ lg r + φ)dτ(φ)) = 2τr,

whenece follows the univalency of /(^) in i?Q.

Based on corollary 1 of theorem 5.1 and theorem 5.2, it is concluded that
the representation given in the corollary accompanied by the monodromy
condition (M) is characteristic to a function possessing the mapping property
stated in theorem 5.1.

By making use of this representation, we shall first derive a distortion
inequality for the quantity 1+ $t(zfH(z)/f(z)). Though the result which
will be obtained is not sharp, it has an analogue in case of star-like map-
ping for which the corresponding result is sharp.

THEOREM 5.3. Let f(z) possess the mapping property stated in theorem 5.1.
Then, for any z e RQ,

the equality sign in every inequality being excluded.

Proof. The inequalities with ^ instead of < follow from the integral
representation established in theorem 5.1, by taking into account the mono-
toneity of the zeta-functions involved which has been shown In lemma 4. 2.
That the equality sign is excluded will be shown as follows. Now, if the
equality sign would appear in the left inequality at a point z0 - rQeiθo e Rq

with 0 ̂  θo < 2rf, then dp(φ) and dτ(φ) were both zero except at a single
point θo — 7t where p(φ) and τ(φ) both show a jump with the height equal
to unity. Hence we would have the relation

1 + z ^ - = -J (ζ(Hgz + θo-π)~ U ί Ig* + θo - 7t)) + /c*

with

C* = - ^ Γ Ψ(dp(φ) - dτ(φ)) = 0,

which leads to
° z(ilgz+ θo~τtγ dz R

σ(ilgz+θo-τr)
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= Ai(ζ(i lg z + 0o - 7t) + ezi lg 2) + B',
A(Φ 0), JB and £ ' being constants. The substitution Igz \lgz + 2ni causes
an additive constant to f(z) which is equal to — 2Ai(η1 + 7te3). But this
periodicity modulus of f(z) is not equal to zero, as shown in lemma 4. 6.
Hence f(z) cannot be single-valued in Rq, contrary to the assumption.
Similarly, if the equality sign would appear in the right inequality at a point
z0 = roe

iθo e Rq with 0 ̂  θo < 2π, then we would have

f(z) = Ai(ζ(i lg 2 + θo) + ezi lg z) + 5 '
with constants i ( Φ 0 ) and J5'. However, this function is not single-valued,
again contrary to the assumption.

In case of the unit circle as the basic simply-connected domain, a function
of the kind now considered is usually normalized by /(0) = 0. However,
in case of an annulus, the image of each boundary component is a con-
tinuum so that several types of normalization will be possible. It would
be desirable at any rate to consider the whole class of functions charac-
terized by the condition stated in theorem 5.3. But, as already an-
nounced, the result obtained there is not sharp. In what follows, we shall
deal with a subclass which is restricted by an additional condition that
the image of the inside circumference is a rectilinear segment. In general,
the functional 1 + zf'{z)/f(z) remains invariant under the substitution f(z)
I Af{z) + B with any constants yl(Φ 0) and B. Further, its form remains
invariant also under the substitution z \ eiλz with any real constant X, while
it changes its sign alone under the substitution z \ q/z. In particular, it is
a matter of indifference for this functional whether the position of the
image segment under consideration as well as the antecedent of its one
end point are preassigned, so far as the extremal problem is concerned.

We now give a distortion theorem of a general nature and show that the
bounds are sharp. Moreover, by imposing, without loss of generality,
a merely formal additional condition of normalization, we determine the
whole family of extremal functions.

THEOREM 5.4. Let f(z) map the annulus Rq univalently onto a convex domain
cut along a rectilinear segment originating from \z\ = q. Suppose that the end
points of this segment lie at f(q) and f{qeiy), i.e. the zero points of f'(z) on
\z\ = q be q and qeiy where 7 = 7 [ / ] is a real parameter depending on respec-
tive f(z). Then, for any z e RQ,

Let f(z) satisfy besides the condition imposed above a further condition of
normalization that the image of z | = q is a horizontal slit lying on the real
axis and f(q) is its right end point. Let zQ = roe

iθo with O<θo<2τrbe any
preassigned point in the annulus Rq.

( i ) The equality sign in the left estimation then holds at zQ if and only if
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f(z) is of the form af*(z; θo) + b with any real constants a > 0 and b where

f*(z; θo) =

c o > > d z
<r(i\gz + θo — nf

and 7*(#o) denotes the value of 7 associated to f*(z; θo) which is determined as
a root of the transcendental equation

Γ(7, θo) = Γ g-<*i"><8O-?-»«>* / f f σ i f 7 7 l dψ = 0, -π<y<π.

(ii) T/ẑ  equality sign in the right estimation holds at zQ if and only if f(z)
is of the form af*(z; θo) + b with any real constants a > 0 and b where f*(z; θo)
- /*(*; θo + ?r),2> ί.e.

and y*(θo) = 7*(^o + ?r) denotes the valued of 7 associated to f*(z; θo) which is
determined as a root of the equation

Γ(7, θo

Proof. Based on theorem 5.1, we have

φ
= \ Γ ζ(i lg z + φ)dp(ψ) - i (r.(» Ig 2) + ζz(i lg z + 7)) + ίc*.

where c* is a real constant defined by

and p(^) is an increasing function with total variation equal to unity. In
fact, the differential dτ(φ) involved in the representation given in theorem
5.1 remains zero except at ψ = 0 and ψ = 7 where T (φ) jumps by 1/2. We
thus get

^ ^ r.(Πg« + 7)) =

whence readily follows the distortion inequality by remembering lemma 4. 2.
( i ) If the equality sign in the left estimation holds at z0 = roe

tθo, then the
process given above shows that dp(φ) must vanish except at a single value
<P = θo — π whence follows

1 + z^^ = Y r(ilg« + θo-π)- ) (ζ(ilgz) + ?,(/lg2 + 7)) + ic*

2) Though 0o has been once restricted by OsΞ0 o <2π, the function f*(z;θ0) may
be regarded as depending on β0 periodically with period 2π.

3) 7*(#o) may be regarded as a periodic function of θ0 with period 2π; cf. foot-
note 2).
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with γ = γ[/] where the real constant c* is given by

c*= Ί r l l Λ

φ m φ ) " dτ{φ)) = ΐ ( ^ ° ~ π - τ )
Integration with respect to Ig2 then implies

lg (zf(z)) = - 2 lg σ(i lg z + 0o - π)

^ lg z + 7) + /c* lg z + lg c,

lg c being an integration constant.4) Further integration of the exponential
of the last expression with respect to z leads to

- c

b(= f(q)) being an integration constant which is real by assumption. It is
evident that the function of the last-mentioned form possesses the extremal
property under consideration provided it is single-valued in Rq. It remains
only to determine the value5) of arg c and to obtain the relation connecting
7 with 0o, by observing the monodromy condition. Now, in view of its
integral representation, f(z) must be a function mapping RQ onto a poly-
gonal ring domain which is bounded by a straight line corresponding to | z \
= 1 and a rectilinear slit corresponding to \z\ = q, the latter lying on the
real axis. The inclination of the former boundary component is equal to

arg df(eίφ) = ̂  + arg (eiφf(eίφ))

= -y + arg c,

since, for any real u, <r(u) is real and <τB(u) is real positive. On the other
hand, we have

arg df(qeiφ) = f- + arg (qeiφf(qeiφ))

- JL + a r σ c + arg ^(Πg ^ - ^) σ 3(Πg ̂  - ^ + 7)

77*

— ' _r o-rσ r 1Ύ) (9/5 <v 9-7?'̂
— ^y I Λ lg O ^ /3\"t/0 / CiTL)

( Φ Φ — 7 λ

sm -~ sin 2 ) + ^ l g ̂ ;

here the use is made of the well-known formulas

σ(i lg q — u) = ep"lfstt<r8(«) σ(ί lg )̂

4) The ambiguity of an additive integral multiple of 2πi in lg c is a matter of
indifference, since it causes a unique value of c.

5) Cf. footnote 4).
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and
σi(i lgq-u) = ^ " - " β ^ σ M/σ fi lg q)

in which σ(i lg q) and Vs are both purely imaginary and <r3(u) is real positive
for any real u while σ(u) is of the same sign as sin (u/2) for any real u.
We further know the Legendre relation

so that, by substituting the value of c* determined above, we get

arg df{qeiφ) = -y + arg c - (θo - -y - *)

—J.arg ^sin ~ sm -

But, in view of the assumption, we have

arg df(qeiφ) = arg (sin ^ sin ^ ^ ) + f- (1 - sgn γ)

and hence

arg cr = -y sgn γ

The last relation implies further the inclination of the boundary straight line
corresponding to | z \ = 1, i. e.

arg df(eiφ) = θo - \ + -y (1 + sgn 7). 6 )

Finally, in order to derive the connection between θ0 and γ, we apply the
monodromy condition to f(z) which is equivalent to the invariance of f{qeiφ)
under the substitution φ \ φ + 2τr. The condition is then written in the form

l g q ~~ φ"> σ ^ l g q - φ + 7 ) ^© - Ω

or
o) = 0.

By the way, it is readily shown that, for any assigned θo, the last equation
has surely a root 7 = 7(0O). In fact, from the second relation in lemma
4.4 we get, in particular,

Since T(7, θo) is evidently continuous with respect to 7 in — τ r ^ 7 ^ τ r , it

6) An alternative and rather direct method for determining this value of inclina-
tion will be mentioned in a remark supplemented below.

7) This condition is nothing but the monodromy condition (M) applied to f(z)
now in consideration.
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vanishes at least once in — TΓ ̂  7 < τr.8) On the other hand, it is to be noted
that 7 can never be equal to zero for any #0, as seen from the last relation
of lemma 4.4, a fact which is a matter of course by virtue of its own mean-
ing. Thus the proof of the sharpness of the lower estimation has been
completely performed out,

(ii) It is only necessary to note that any extremal function of the upper
estimation is given by

«/*(*; θo) + b = af*(z; θo + 7t) + b

associated to 7*(0o) = Ύ*(0o + n).

It is to be noted that extremal functions in theorem 5.4 depend on θo
= arg z0 but not on \zo

ι. The extremal function f*(z; θo) maps Rq uni-
valently onto a half-plane bounded by a straight line with the inclination θo
— 7*(0o)/2 + (ττ/2)(l + sgn 7*(0O)) which is cut along a slit lying on the real axis.
The point at infinity as a boundary point of the image-domain corresponds
to — zo/\zo\= — eiθo and the end-points of the slit originate from q and
qeiy*(Θ<y>. The extremal function f*{z\ θo) maps Rq univalently onto a half-
plane bounded by a straight line with the inclination θo — Ύ*(θo)/2 — (τr/2)(l
— sgn 7*(0o)) which is cut along a slit lying on the real axis. The point at
infinity as a boundary point of the image-domain corresponds to zo/\ z0 \ = eίθo
and the end points of the slit originate from q and qeiyHeo>.

It will here be supplemented that the inclination of the boundary straight
line originating from \z\ = 1 by f*(z\ θo) can be obtained rather directly by
means of an alternative method. For this purpose, we note that f*{z\ θo)
is regular throughout the closed annulus q ̂  z | ̂  1 except at a single point
— eίθo where it has a pole of the first order. Hence its boundary behavior
implies readily its univalency in the annulus provided it is single-valued,
a fact which has been implicitly availed in the above proof. Consequently,
for any r with q < r < 1, we must have

Γ d arg dMreiφ; θo) = 2*r = Γ dφ,
J—7C J—Tt

so that the harmonic function

arg/;(z; θo) = argdMz; θo) - argz - -|"

and hence the analytic function lgfl(z; θo) are also single-valued in RQ.
Applying the monodromy criterion to the last function, we thus get

both members of the last equation being interpreted as the limits for
— 0 and r-+q + 0 of the integral along \z\ = r. This equation leads, after

8) It seems very probable that the equation T(y,θ0) = 0 has a unique root in
— π fg 7 <[ π for any assigned 0O.
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separation of the imaginary part, to the relation

Consequently, denoting by υ the inclination under consideration,^ we get if
7*> 0,

- ^ ((υ - 2π)(θo - π + TC) + υ (π - 0O + n))

= -^r (0(0 + TΓ) + τr(7* -0) + 2π(π- 7*)),

and if 7* < 0,

- ^ {(v - 2π)(θ0 -π + π) + v(π- θQ + π))

= ~2~ (- ^(7* + ΛT) + 0(0 - 7*) + ππ),

i. e., written together,

u = ^ 0 - - ^ + -^ (l + sgn7*).

The distortion inequality of theorem 5.4 involves a quantity 7 = y[f]
depending on respective function f(z). By eliminating this quantity, we
obtain the following result.

THEOREM 5.5. Under the same condition as in theorem 5.4, the inequality

(ίlgIzI + 7t) - 3f8(ίlg\z! + 7t)

/or 0wy 2: G i?Q. The estimation is sharp. More precisely, under a further
normalization condition as in theorem 5.4, the left equality can appear only at
Zo with arg20 = 0 and the extremal function is then given by af*(z; 0) + b where

while the right equality can appear only at z0 with arg zQ = zr β^J //^ extremal
function is then given by af*(z; π) + b where

β > 0 β̂ <i & «r^ in every case any real constants.

Proof. In order to show the distortion inequality, it is only necessary to
note that the quantity 3f 3 (Πg|2 | + ψ) is, qua function of ψ, periodic with
period 2τr, even in \ ψ\^τr and strictly increasing for 0 ̂  ψ ̂  TΓ, a fact
which has been proved in lemma 4. 2. In fact, we then get

9) It suffices to consider υ with respect to mod 2π.
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whence immediately follows the result by virtue of theorem 5.4. Now the
left equality can appear at z0 = roe

iθo if and only if

3Γ.(i lg *o + 7*(0o)) = Sζzii lg I *o I + n\
whence follows

7*(0o) - θo = - *

since — TΓ < 7*(#0) < π and 0 ̂  0O < 2τr. But, as shown in lemma 4.5, the
equation T{θ0 — TΓ, 0O) — 0 has in 0< θo < 2τr a unique root 0O = 0. Con-
sequently, for the extremal function for the estimation from below we must
have

0o = 0 and 7*(<9o) = - τey

On the other hand, the right equality can appear at z0 = rQeiθo if and only if

Sζzd lg to + τ*(ίo)) = Sζzd lg i zo!),
whence follows

7*(θo) -θo=-τr(l- sgnγ*(0 o ))

since — TΓ < y*(θ0) < TΓ and 0 ̂  θo < 2τr. But, by virtue of lemma 4.4, either
of the equations T(θ0, θo + TΓ) = 0 and T(0O - 2τr, 0O + n) = 0 is equivalent
to T{θ0 — 2ττ, θo — 7t) = 0. Hence 0O rnust satisfy the last equation, whence,
by means of lemma 4.5, we have

θo^τr and γ*(0o) = TT

Thus the proof is completed.

The image of \z\ = q for every extremal function f*(z; 0) or /*(z; TT) is
a vertical straight line which lies right- or left-side of the image-point of
z = q for /*(z; 0) or /*(z; TT), respectively.

By taking lemma 4. 2 into account, we can derive as a corollary of theorem
5.5 estimations from below and from above for 1 + %t{zfrr(z)/f(z)) of which
the bounds depend only on \z\. However, the result so obtained has been
already derived in theorem 5.3 for a wider class of functions. It has been
proved, moreover, that the bounds so obtained are in any case never sharp
within single-valued functions.

Finally another remark will be supplemented. Considering exclusively
the functional 1 + 3t(zfH(z)/f(z)), we have derived some analogues of the
first distortion inequality in theorem 2.3. Similar discussion may be per-
formed on the remaining distortion inequalities in theorem 2.3 as well as the
rotation inequality in theorem 2.4. Here we shall illustrate the circumstance
by turning our attention to an analogue of the third inequality of theorem
2.3. For the functional | f(z) \ the normalization has been made in case of
the unit circle by assigning the value of f f(0)\. Correspondingly, in case of
the annulus, a suitable normalization condition must be imposed in order to
determine the multiplicative constant factor A in the representation for f(z)
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stated in corollary 1 of theorem 5.1. For instance, it will be plausible to

impose such a condition that either -^-\ f(qeiθ)dθ or f{yq) has a pre-
Δ7ΐ J—it

assigned value. However, we suppose here for the sake of convenience
another conditition that this constant A (or merely its absolute value) is itself
preassigned. The result which will be derived is not best possible but it
can be still regarded as a generalization of the corresponding result in the
simply-connected case, as shown below.

T H E O R E M 5. β. Let f(z) satisfy the condition in theorem 5.1 and be expressed

by the representation mentioned in its corollary 1. Then, for any q <\z\ < 1,

1

1*1 < /'( z 1)
A

^ 1
\z\-(/lg,£i + τr) A \z\ o-(ilg\z\) I '

the equality sign in every inequality being excluded.

Proof. We put | z \ = r. From the representation for f(z), we get

fir) 0*-1 exp (2 j * (- lg σ(i lg γ + φ) dp(φ) + lg <τ8(ί lg Y + ψ) dr(φ))

= ~ exp (2 Γ (- lg ) σ(i lg r + φ) I dp(φ) + lg | σ8(ί lgγ+φ)\ dτ{φ))
r \ J—re

since c* is real. The inequalities with ^ instead of < follow readily by
virtue of lemma 4.3. If the equality sign would appear in the left inequa-
lity, then dp(φ) and dτ(φ) were both zero except at — π and 0, respectively,
where p(φ) and τ(φ) both show a jump with the height equal to unity.
Hence we would have

For this function, we have

d arg df(eiφ) = dρ(φ) and d arg df{qeiφ)

except at — 7τ and 0, respectively. But the behaviors of these functions
explained above imply that the function f(z) cannot be univalent and,
moreover, it cannot be single-valued. Similarly, the equality sign cannot
appear also in the right inequality within the class of functions here con-
sidered, since we would have

if it had appeared.

As mentioned above, though the estimation of theorem 5.7 is not precise,
it yields a precise estimation in the simply-connected case by the passage
to limit: #->0. In fact, the lower and upper bounds in the estimation just
proved then tend to 1/(1 -f- \zψ and 1/(1 — | z I)2, respectively. Consequently,
if we suppose that the image-domain of Rq degenerates to a simply-connected
convex domain pricked at a single point, we shall have as a limit an estima-
tion of the form
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and hence, in particular, | Λo [ = | /'(0) |. Since ΛQ does not depend on the
rotation about the origin in the 2-plane, the last estimation further implies

~(i +1 z |)2 — ~fW — ( i - \zψ (12 [ < l)

which coincides just with the third distortion inequality of theorem 2.3.
Further, as q —• 0, we have

__ 2/12

σ(i Igz — 7ΐ)

and

o-(ilgz)2

in which the limit functions, necessarily single-valued, are constant multiples
of the derivatives of respective extremal functions for the point z0 = | z0' in
the third distortion inequality of theorem 2.3.

6. Mapping of an annulus onto a star-like ring domain.

We first introduce the notion of star-likeness in case of doubly-connected
domains. A doubly-connected domain is said to be star-like with respect
to a point if the part, contained in the domain, of any half-line starting at
this point consists of a singie segment which may be possibly infinite. Ac-
cording to the definition, the reference point of a doubly-connected star-
like domain does not belong to the domain, while it lies at an interior point
in simply-connected case. However, any simply-connected star-like domain
may be regarded as a degenerate form of a doubly-conneted star-like
domain whose one boundary component consists of the reference point
alone which behaves as a removable singularity.

In order to derive an analogue of Alexander's theorem, we follow a similar
way as in the simply-connected case. Namely, we first establish an integral
representation characteristic to a function which maps an annulus onto a star-
like ring domain.

THEOREM 6.1. Let f(z) be a single-valued analytic function mapping the
annulus RQ: (0 <)q < \z\ < 1 univalently onto a ring domain star-like with res-
pect to the origin in such a manner that the boundary component originating
from \z\ — q separates the origin and the image-domain. Then there exist
increasing functions p(φ) and τ(φ) defined for — π ^Lφ <π and both with total
variation equal to unity such that an integral representation of Villat-Stieltjes
type

- Γ3(/lg2 + φ)dτ(φ)) + ic*

holds for z e RQ where c* is a real constant defined by

ψ(dp φ)-dτ(φ)).
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Proof. The present theorem relates to theorem 3.1 in quite a similar
manner that theorem 5.1 relates to theorem 2.1. The procedure of the
proof can be performed also so and hence its full statement may be omitted.

COROLLARY 1. For f(z) satisfying the condition in theorem 6.1, there holds

f{z) = C2 ιc*exp(2Γ (- lgσ(Πg* + φ)dp(φ) + lg <r8(flg Z + <P)dτ(φ))\

C(Φ0) being a certain constant and c* # raz / constant defined in theorem 6.1
/>(<£>) #/2<i τ(^) are the same functions as in theorem 6.1.

COROLLARY 2. // f(z) satisfies the condition in theorem 6.1, the image of
every concentric circumference \ z | = r (q < r < 1) δy /(z) /s # curve star-like
with respect to the origin.

Proof. Similar as the proof of corollary 2 of theorem 5.1. We have only
to consider 3.rgf(reiθ) instead of arg df(reiθ).

THEOREM 6. 2. Let p{φ) and τ(φ) defined for — π < φ < n be increasing
functions with total variation equal to unity. Then the function defined by

f{z) - Cztc* exp (2 Γ (- lg σ(i lg z + ψ) dp(φ) + lg <r*(i lg Z + φ) dτ(φ))

with a real constant

c* = - Γ φ(dp(φ) -

constant C(φO) m#/>s ί/ẑ  annulus Rq univalently onto a ring domain
star-like with respect to the origin, of which the inside boundary component
originating from \z\ = q separates the origin and the image-domain.

Proof. It is evident that f(z) is regular in Rq. Moreover, it is single-valued.
In fact, the substitution lg z [ lg z 4- 2πi causes a multiplicative factor to f(z)
which is equal to

- exp ( - 2πc* + 2'j7C

7f((- π-ί + 2v1{ilg z Λ-ψ - τr))dp{ψ)

= exp ( -

For any r with q < r < 1, we get

; ψ)dp{φ) - Q{reiθ; φ)dτ{φ))i

where P and Q are the functions defined in lemma 4.1. By virtue of the
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same lemma the last expression is positive so that the star-likeness is veri-
fied. Finally, again for any r with q < r < 1, we have in a similar manner
as in the proof of theorem 5.2 the relation

d arg f{reiθ)

= 2 Γ dθ% Γ (£•(*" lg r-ΘΛ- ψ)dp{φ) - ζ^ilg r - θ + φ)dτ(φ)) = 2τr,
J—7T J-7T

whence follows the univalency of f(z) in Rq.

Based on corollary 1 of theorem 6.1 and theorem 6. 2, it is concluded that
the representation given in the corollary is characteristic to a function posses-
sing the mapping property stated in theorem 6.1. By comparing this set
of theorems with the set of corollary 1 of theorem 5.1 and theorem 5.2,
we can mention an analogue of Alexander's theorem 3.3 which shows an
explicit connection between two classes of mapping functions under con-
sideration.

THEOREM 6.3. Let $ = {fc(z)} be the class consisting of functions with the
property mentioned in theorem 5.1, and €>t = {fs(z)} the class consisting of
functions with the property mentioned in theorem 6.1 which is normalized by a
further condition that the constant term of the Laurent expansion vanishes, i. e.
the condition

to be valid for an r with q < r < 1. Then, they are connected by the relation

fJΆ -ZML
T.(*Γ /.(*)

More precisely, for any /c(z) e 2, the function defined by

fs(z) = Czfc(z)

with any constant C(Φ 0) belongs to ©t and, conversely, for any fB(z) e <5t, the
function defined by

with any constants A(Φ 0) and B belongs to $.

Proof. Evident by virtue of theorems 5.1, 5. 2, 6.1 and 6.2. The condition
that the constant term of the Laurent expansion of fB(z) vanishes assures,
of course, the single-valuedness of the corresponding fc{z).

We have considered in the preceding section a subclass of ff by imposing
an additional condition that the image of J z \ = q is a rectilinear segment.
It will be shown, by the way, that the functional equation of theorem 6.3
which establishes the connection between two classes $ and ©ί remains valid
between this subclass of $ and the corresponding subclass of ©1.

T H E O R E M 6.4. Let fc(z) e $ satisfy the condition that the image of \z\ = q

is a rectilinear segment /c. Then the function defined by
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belongs to ©t and the image of \z\~ qby fs{z) is also a rectilinear segment k which
passes through the origin and is perpendicular to h. If the end points of lc lie
at fc(q) and fc{qeiy), then fs(q) and fs(qeiy) are the boundary elements lying at
the origin on the opposite banks of h. Conversely, let fs(z) e ©ϊ satisfy the
conditions that the image of \ z | = q is a rectilinear segment U and that the
constant term of the Laurent expansion vanishes. Then the function defined by

- ( \ Az_

belongs to ® and the image of \ z | = q by fe(z) is also a rectilinear segment h
perpendicular to L. If the bonudary elements lying at the origin on the opposite
banks of h are fs(q) and fs(qeiy), then the end points of h He at fc(q) and fc(qeiy).

Proof. By virtue of the general theorem 6.3, it is only necessary to con-
sider the boundary behaviors of respective functions along | z | = q. In any
case, we get, for any r with q < r < 1, the relation

/B(re ίθ) = arg dfc(reίθ) - —-.

Letting r tend to q + 0, this implies

a r g / 8 ( ^ ) = arg dfe(qe«) ~ -J-

along I z \ = q except at z = q and z = qeiy where arg fs(z) as well as arg dfc(z)
have jumps with the height equal to π. On the other hand, the single-
valuedness of fc{z) is equivalent to the condition that the constant term of
the Laurent expansion of fs(z) vanishes. The last condition implies further
that the segment /s passes through the origin, a fact which follows, of course,
merely from the star-likeness of the image by fs(z) with respect to the origin.
The whole proposition of the theorem is now a simple consequence of these
facts.

The boundary correspondence between images of [ z \ = q by the corres-
ponding functions may be described in a slightly precise manner. In the
following, the inclination of every segment will be taken with respect to mod
2τr. First, let the inclination of the part of h originating from the arc 0
^ θ < 7 be %c and consequently that of the part from the complementary arc
7 < θ < 2π be Xe + π. Then the images of these arcs by the corresponding
fs{z) lie on the ray starting from the origin with the inclinations Xc — π/2
and %c + π/2, respectively. Conversely, let the ray starting from the origin
and bearing the image-segment of the arc 0 ^ θ < 7 have the inclination Xa

and consequently let the ray bearing its remaining part have the inclination
%s — zr. Then the images of these arcs by the corresponding fc(z) have the
inclinations X + π/2 and %s — π/2, respectively.

Let the end points of the image-segment of | z | = q by fQ{z) originate, as
above, from q and qeίy. Then, for the corresponding fs(z), we have
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f(z) 2 f* 1
z -7V-Γ- = —1 Γ(Πg 2 + <̂>) <//>(£>) - (f8(ί lg 2) + ζ3(i lg 2+ 7)) + ic*

where c* is a real constant given by

It is evident that the quantity

is purely imaginary everywhere along | z \ = q. Hence the equation

fs(qeiθ) - 0

for determining the arguments of two points qetBJ (j = 1,2) which correspond
to the end points of /s is equivalent to

which may be written as

2 £ ( 3 1 ? (f lg q - θ + Ψ - ) ^- ψ) dp(φ)

ζzdlgq-θ) + Mζ3(ilg-θ + y

i.e.

The last equation expresses the connection between γ and each of θ = Bj
(; = 1,2).

Now, based on theorem 6.3, we can state an analogue of theorem 5.3 for
the class Θl. Namely, for this class, we have only to replace the functional
l + $t(zf"(z)/f(z)) by $t(zf(z)/f{z)) in the estimation of theorem 5.3. In
particular, the equality sign in every inequality is again excluded. But, in
order to assure the correspondence between the classes $ and ©ί, the latter is
restricted by an additional codition that the constant term of the Laurent
expansion vanishes. Consequently, there remains the possibility that the esti-
mation thus obtained is sharp within a wider class consisting of functions
which need not satisfy this additional restriction. This is really the case,
as shown in the following theorem.

THEOREM 6.5. Let f(z) possess the mapping character stated in theorem 6.1.
Then, for any z e Rq,

Every estimation is sharp. More precisely, let zQ = roe
iθo with 0 ̂  θ0 < 2τr be

any preassigned point in Rq.
( i ) The left equality holds at zQ if and only if f(z) is of the form cf*{z; θ0)

with a constant cφO where
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(ii) The right equality holds at z0 if and only if f(z) is of the form cf*(z; θo)
with a constant cφO where f*(z; θo) = /*(2; θo — π), i.e.

Proof. From the representation of theorem 6.1, the estimation follows
readily by means of the same procedure as used in the proof of theorem 5.3.

(i ) If the equality sign in the left inequality appears at z0, then, by
remembering again the procedure used in the proof of theorem 5.3, we have
the relation

z ψ^ = f (?(/lg z + θo - *) - r.(ι lgz + ft, - *))
which leads to

f(z) = 'ΐv&tθl-ίr = ̂ ( . ig« + Θ. - «) - es),
c(Φ 0) being a constant. It is evident that the function of the last-men-
tioned form possesses the extremal property.

(ii) It is only necessary to note that any extremal function for estima-
tion from above is evidently given by

cf*(z; θo) = cMz; θo + *)-

The extremal function f*(z; θo) maps RQ univalently onto the whole plane
cut along a finite slit and an infinite slit, both lying on the positive real
axis, The end points of the finite slit lie at 0 = /#(— qeiθo; θo) and e2 — ez

= f*(<2eίθ°', θo) > 0 while those of the infinite slit lie at eγ — ez = f*{eiθo; θo)
> 0 and oo = /*(— eίθo; β0). On the other hand, Rq is mapped by /*(z; θo)
univalently onto the same domain as by f*{z; θo) but the antecedent of the
point /*(/>; θo) by the mapping function f*(z; θo) is — p, i.e. the relation
/*(*; θo) = / * ( - z; θo) holds identically.

The Laurent expansions of the extremal functions are

and

where every summation extends over all the integers except n = 0. As
already remarked, the constant term in every expansion does not vanish,
what is explicitly seen from these expansions. In fact,

_ Vi _ p _ 2 f, nqn

cf. lemma 4. 6.

We are now in position to derive the analogues of theorems 5.4 and 5.5,
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by replacing the convexity by the star-likeness. Since theorem 6.4 has
been established, these analogues can be readily obtained for the subclass
of (&t considered in theorem 6.4. However, the distortion inequalities thus
obtained will remain valid without an additional condition that the constant
term of the Laurent expansion vanishes. Accordingly, we shall derive them
directly by means of theorem 6.1. The proofs will be performed, however,
in quite a similar way.

THEOREM 6.6. Let f(z) map the annulus RQ univalently onto a ring domain
star-like with respect to the origin in such a manner that f(q) and f(qeiy) are
the boundary elements with the same affix zero, where 7 = 7 [/] is a real para-
meter depending on respective f(z). Then, for q < \ z \ < 1,

23r(/lg \zI + n) < ftzj^y + 3(Γ.(ίlgs) + U*lg* + 7)) < 23ζ(ilg\z ').

Let f(z) satisfy besides the condition imposed above a further normalization
condition that the image of \z\ — q is a vertical slit lying on the imaginary
axis and f(q) = 0 lies on its right bank or may possibly be the lower end point
of the slit. Let z0 = roe

iθo with 0 < θo < 2τr be any preassigned point in the
annulus Rη.

( i ) The equality sign in the left estimation holds then at zQ if and only if
f(z) is of the form af*(z; θo, 7) with any real positive constant a where

O"\l Ig Z ~τ Uo — 7Γ)

for 7 + 0 and f*{z; ΘO9O) is understood to be f*(z; θo, — 0). Here 7 with — n
^ 7 < n denotes the value of the parameter associated to respective function.

(ii) The equality sign in the right estimation holds at z0 if and only if f(z)
is of the form af*{z; 0O>7) with any real positive constant a where f*(z; θo*Ί)

i.e.

f*(z; cr{ί Ig z

for 7 Φ 0 and f*(z; θo> 0) Ξ=/*(* ; # O , - 0). Here 7 with - π < 7 < n denotes
the value of the parameter associated to respective function.

Proof. We can proceed in quite similar way as in the proof of theorem
5. 4. In fact, based on theorem 6.1, we have only to modify it formally,
i. e. to replace the functional 1 + zf'f(z)/f(z) by zf(z)/f(z) and accordingly
zf(z) by f(z). The circumstance is much simpler, since the monodromy
condition for the present case is always satisfied; cf. the proof of theorem
6. 2. In the following lines, we shall describe only a sketch concerning the
part on extremal functions.

(i ) We first have

2 Tfcf = T ζ{i ^z+θύ-n)- I (ζs(i Ig z) + ζS Ig z + 7)) + ic*
with
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Jί 2j'

whence follows, by integration with respect to lgz,

c(Φ 0) being an integration constant. In order to determine the value of
argc, we take into account the supposition that the point f(q) = 0 lies on the
right bank or at the lower end point of the image-slit. We thus get

= argc + c*lgq+ arg ~ ^ 1 S «'" * ( Π g q + y)

= arg c — ̂ o — -y — TT) + arg sin y^,

l. e.

arg c = -^ sgn 7 + 0o — -τr

By the way, the inclination of the half-line originating from \z\ = 1 is given by

I = arg c + arg ^ Γ ^>^! ̂  ϋ. ̂  = a r S c

(ii) It is only necessary to note that any extremal function for the upper
estimation is given by af*(z; #0,7) = af*(z; θo + τr>7)

The extremal function f*(z\ θo>Ί) niaps Rq univalently onto the whole
plane cut along a finite slit lying on the imaginary axis and an infinite slit
lying on the half-line with the inclination equal to θo — 7/2 + (τr/2) sgn 7.
The point at infinity as a boundary point corresponds to — zj\ zQ | = — etθo and
the origin as two boundary elements originates from q and qeiy. The ex-
tremal function f*(z; #0>7) maps Rq univalently onto the whole plane cut
along a finite slit lying on the imaginary axis and an infinite slit lying on
the half-line with the inclination equal to θo — 7/2 4- n + (τr/2) sgn 7. The
point at infinity as a boundary point corresponds to zQ/\ z0, = etθo and the
origin as two boundary elements originates from q and qeiy.

In case of the class considered in theorem 5.5, the value of the parameter
7 has been so determined for extremal function that its single-valuedness
should be assured. However, in the present case the determination of the
parameter is unnecessary so that, for any assigned value #0, there exists
a family of extremal functions depending on this parameter as an indeter-
minate constant which may be arbitrarily chosen. Among these extremal
functions, there exist particular ones with the vanishing constant term of
the Laurent expansion which are characterized by the equations T(y, θo)
= 0 and T(7, θo + π) = 0, respectively.

THEOREM 6.7. Under the same condition as in theorem 6.6, the inequality
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- ®z Ύ$) + 3 r s { / l g z) - 2 3 r ( / l g ' z l} " s r a ( / l g ' z l)

holds for any z e Rg. The estimation is sharp. More precisely, under the same
additional normalization as in theorem 6.6, the left equality can appear at z0 if
f(z) is of the form af*(z; θ0) where

for θo=¥7r and f*(z; π) = f*(z; n — 0), while the right equality can appear at z0

if f{z) is of the form af*(z; θo) where

σ(i lg z + θo)2

for θoΦπ andf*(z; n) = f*(z; π — 0), a being in each case a positive real constant.

Proof. From theorem 6.6 together with lemma 4. 2, the estimation follows
readily. The determination of extremal functions can be performed in
a similar way as in theorem 5.6. Since the single-valuedness of every func-
tion f(z) under consideration is assured indifferent of the value of parameter
γ, it is only necessary to remark that, for extremal functions from below
and from above, we must have

7 - θo = —π and 7 - θo = - τr(l + sgn (θ0 - π)),

respectively

The image of \z\ = 1 by f*(z; θo) or f*(z; θo) lies on the half-line whose
inclination is (θ0 + n + TΓ sgn (0O — τr))/2 or (θ0 — τr)/2, respectively.

Similarly as in the remark for the preceding theorem, the extremal func-
tion f*(z; θo) or f*(z; θo) has the vanishing constant ternί of the Laurent
expansion if and only if θo = 0 or θo = ft, respectively; cf. the proof of
theorem 5.5.

Finally, we shall give a result corresponding to theorem 5.6; cf. the
remark antecedent to this theorem. It is to be noted that, contrary to the
convex case, the distortion inequality of the star-like case is accompanied
actually by extremal functions.

THEOREM 6.8. Let f(z) satisfy the condition in theorem 6.1 and be expressed
by the representation mentioned in its corollary 1. Then, for q <\z\ < 1,

<τ,(ilg|z|) 2 < i f(\z\) I < ί <rt(ilg\z\ + π) 2

<τ(ilg\z\ + τr) =\ C \ = \ <r(ilg\z[)

The left and right equality signs hold if and only if f(z) is given by
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and f*(z) = /*(— z), i. e.

* W ~ Z σ (i lg zf '

respectively.

Proof. By modifying the proof process of theorem 5.6, we can readily
verify the present proposition. In fact, it is only necessary to replace
zf(z)/A in theorem 5.6 by f(z)/C. Since no more integration is required,
there exist really the extremal functions within the class under consideration.

For the sake of brevity, we may suppose C = 1. Then the extremal func-
tions f*(z) and f*(z) map Rq univalently onto the whole plane cut along
a finite slit and an infinite slit, both lying on the real axis. The end points
of these slits lie at / * ( - q) = f*(q) < 0, f*(q) = / * ( - q) = 0, /*(1) - / * ( - 1)
> 0 and / * ( - 1) = /*(1) = oo.
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